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INVESTIGATION OF THE WAVE EQUATION FOR ONE DIRAC 
AND ONE DUFFIN-KEMMER PARTICLE: A NEW FORM 
OF THE KLEIN PARADOX*
B y  A . T u r s k i
Institute o f Theoretical Physics, Warsaw University**
(Received August 2, 1985)
The wave equation for one Dirac and one Duffin-Kemmer particle proposed recently 
by Królikowski is investigated. The radial equation derived in a previous paper is written 
down in the component form and reduced by eliminating auxiliary components o f the wave 
function. Then, the limiting behaviour at r -* 0 is checked. In the case o f the Duffin-Kemmer 
spin equal to 1 and the potential having the singularity r a (a  >  0) it turns out that there 
is only one regular solution instead o f  three, two o f  them becoming oscillating solutions. 
It is shown that this phenomenon is a  drastic form o f  the Klein paradox. A  possibility is 
discussed how to apply the derived radial equations to quark-diquark systems, using the 
regular potential emerging from the finite size o f diquarks.
PACS numbers: 03.65.Ge, ll.1 0 .Q r
1. Introduction
The quark-diquark potential model of baryons needs a wave equation for the boson- 
-fermion pair. Such an equation for a pair of a Dirac particle and a Duffin-Kemmer particle 
has been proposed recently by Królikowski [2]. In the center-of-mass frame this equation 
has the form
{ f l E - V - S p - P i m + i S f i  + P p - W + i S ) } ?  = 0, (1)
where - f  =  ( f l ,  f i x )  are Dirac matrices, f f  =  {¡3°, j l )  denote Duffin-Kemmer matrices defined 
by the property
= g " T + g vT >  (2)
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m(M)  stands for mass of the Dirac (Duffin-Kemmer) particle, and the potentials V and 
5  describe an interaction in the static approximation. For spherically symmetrical poten­
tials: V =  V(r), S  =  S(r) it is possible to eliminate the angular variables from Eq. (1). 
A general method of eliminating such variables from two-body wave equations is described 
in details in the previous paper [1]. Here we recall only the results concerning Eq. (1).
Let us look for solutions of Eq. (1) being eigenfunctions of J 2 and Jz operators with 
the eigenvalues j ( J + 1) and ntj, respectively. The general form of such an eigenfunction 
is given by the formula [1]:
the matrioes of total spin, I l ms are the projectors on the subspaces with Sz =  ms and P f ' P)(x) 
are Jacobi polynomials. Function y>(r) has the same number of components as the full 
wave function y>(x). The only constraint for y>(r) comes in the case of j  =  1/2 from the 
condition
Formula (3), when substituted into Eq. (1), gives the following radial equation [1]:
Wjmfj, 0, cp) =  U lZ™J(6, <p)y>(r), ( 3 )
where U describes a unitary transformation
U =  exp ( iOS2) exp (i<pS3), ( 4 )
Z J J has the meaning of a generalized spherical harmonic
( 5 )
and yi(r) stands for an arbitrary radial wave function. In the above formulae Sj denote
(¿¿3/2+77- 3/2)yi(r) — 0.
+ -  V G + D O - t )  [ A s 3)2«2- t  P2- y  A 3( l - 2 ( E 3)2) ff]
r
+ - U + &  l - P ° 0 - ( Z s ) > 2  +  ^ P 2- i  & 3 (1 -2 (5 3) V ]
r
+  i  [ r ( a 1S2- a 2S 1) - ( / l 1S2-jS 2S 1) ] |  0(r) =  0, (7)
where \ x k =  £iJkf y J and 3 k =  ieijkP'PJ are the matrices of Dirac and Duffin-Kemmer
spin, respectively (total spin §  =  4  I + 2 ) .
The algebra of Duffin-Kemmer matrices (2) has two irreducible representations: 
one 5-dimensional describing the spin 0 and another 10-dimensional corresponding to 
the spin 1. Thus, the radial equation (7) can be written as a system ol 20 or 40 equations, 
respectively. Since some equations in these systems are algeoraic and some components 
of the wave function are auxiliary, it is possible to decrease significantly the effective number 
of equations. This technically important problem will be discussed in two following sections.
To interpret the components of y>(r) it is useful to know transformed forms of some 
physical operators. For a given operator O let us define the operator 0  by the formula
U~ lZ7J6 y ( r )  =  O U ~ lZ™Jxp(r). (8)
Then one can find:
I 2 =  S2, (9)
L 2 — j ( j  + 1) +  S2—2(S3)2
W cT Y M j + I )  + r 3(l —2(S3)2)iS 2]
+  0 '+ t) [ r 1( l - ( S 3)2) +  S 1+2:3( l - 2 ( S 3)2)iS 2], (10)
P =  ( — l)J_i'Ti[2(S1)2 — l]r/^[2(^°)2— 1], (11)
where P  is the total parity operator and i] denotes the phase factor in the intrinsic parity 
operator gP[2(fi0)2 — 1].
2. The case o f  the Duffin-Kemmer spin equal to 0
Let us use the specific representations of Dirac and Duffin-Kemmer matrices given in 
Table I. In the case of Duffin-Kemmer spin equa1 to 0 the wave function ip(r) is 20-compo- 
nent and has the form ip(r) =  (cp(r), ipfir), ip fir), ip2(r), ip fir)), where rp(r) and ip fir) are
4-component Dirac spinors. These 4-component spinors can be split into 2-component
ones as follows: <p =  (<p+, a 3<p~), ip0 =  (ipq , <r3ipo), ipk =  (o3ip(, ipk ), ip2 =  (ip2 , a 3ipf), 
ip3 =  ( ip) , a 3ipf). So, if we substitute the wave function ip(r) expressed in terms of (pfir) 
and ipfir) (e =  + 1 ) into Eq. (7), we obtain two independent systems of equations with
e =  ±  1 listed in Table EL The fact that the systems corresponding to s =  +1 and e =  — 1 
decouple from each other is connected with the correspondence of e =  +1 and e =  — 1 
to two different eigenvalues of total parity operator (11):
Py>e =  - ( - i ) J~ V v >  
which implies that e is an additional “good” quantum number.
(12)
Used representations o f  Dirac and Duffin-Kemmer matrices 
Representation o f Dirac matrices:
TABLE I
«,= -ff2 ® V
riff,
-i<r.
5-dimensional representation o f  DufBn-Kemmer matrices (corresponding to the spin 0):
; / o 0 0 : o i o o
o ■
0 .0 1 » ? ■ i ;o:o; o;
' 0 0 l 0
• M ? iI o:
0 0  0 /
10-dimensiona! representation o f  Duffin-Kemmer matrices (corresponding to  the spin 1):
¡3°=
1 I f  0 0  | «0/ 0 
H-- 0_0i .« oool ; ooo' 
LbQ.01 
Vofii 0-i0'
00-*'
Of  0
*0 0 / 
1000
L 0oov 
0 0 0  J 0 0
. § '  =
1 ! '/oo
;ooor 
0 0 -/'< 
L : ,0-f o: 5------
-
0
-
0
 
oo 
r 
oo
o
/ ' < 
0 -
o:
1 1 I C O i
'o-f o 7
t 0 0
L  ; 0 0 0 l
6  = ■57 b«> r :*/ 0  O'  1
L L o o o 1
O'
O'
i :
(The empty fields are understood to be zeros.)
For each e the system in Table II can be further reduced by eliminating auxiliary 
components of the wave function. If we substitute Eqs. (b), (c), (d) and (e) into Eq. (a), 
we are left with the single equation for the component <p\r)
, ( E - V ) 2 +  (m +  i S ) 2- ( M + E S ) 2
2 ( E - V )
1 1 1  1
—- S '  z-—- (1 — k a f i + i -  ( V '—4 SV 3) --------------------- iff,
4 M + ^ S E - V  r 3 2V 2 3 /£ - F  2
1 , , m + i - S  1 ) .
+ 4  S '  r— ia2 +  l S   -------------------<71 > 9 > ( r )  =  0, (13)
4 M + \ S  4 M +  } S  E - V  r
where V'(r) =  —  K(r), S'(r) =  8 - S ( r ) ,  k  =  -eO ’+ i ) -  Since f i(r)  is a two-component 
dr dr
spinor, Eq. (13) is actually a system of two first-order differential equations. The last four 
terms on the l.h.s. of Eq. (13) are specific for the interaction of a Dirac particle with the
TABLE II
The set o f radial equations following from Eq. (1) in the case of Duffin-Kemmer spin equal to  0
1
- (M + A 5 )? > c+  | ( E - V ) - o 3(in + \ S )  + io2 ( M  - o v : ( J  +  i ) y
[<£-
-  + i + v O y J  'V, + [*
[■
1 ,ea3---- h ^  0  + -j — )
r  r
d 2 .
-  + 7 ) » 5 - o ,  (,)
(E— V )+ o 3(m + ^ S )  — ia2 ( —  +  —  J +<*idi+\) — i(pE-( .M + ^ S )ip £0 =  0,
^~T~T -■jea3(j+i;+ y/~) y J / y - ( M + i S ,)yj = 0 , 
’ + i 0 + |  -  \ T ) y J t V - ( M + l5 ) y £2 = 0,
d
~dr
=  0 .
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Abbreviation: y f  =  V ( ; + - | )  (./— A ) .
spin-0 Duffin-Kemmer particle. In the limit M  -> oo these terms can be neglected and we 
get the equation for a Dirac particle moving in external potentials V(r) and S(r).
In the nonrelativistic limit the upper component of '(Hr) is the “large” one. By acting 
of the orbital momentum operator (10) on the wave function y ( r )  one can find that the 
upper component of q>\r) corresponds to the eigenvalue of L 2 equal to ( j + \  e) (y+ y  e +1). 
Thus, Eq. (13) is a relativistic equation for the states denoted by nonrelativistic spectroscopic 
symbols nsl j ,  where s =  / =  y + - |e  and P  =  r/(— l)1.
For the Dutfin-Kemmer spin equal to 0 the total spin is equal to 1/2 and the constraint 
(6) does not appear.
In the case o f Duffin-Kemmer spin equal to 1 we will use the 10-dimensional 
representation of Duffin-Kemmer matrices written down in Table I. The 40-component 
wave function y>(r) expressed by 4-component spinors has the form y>(r) =  (y>0, y>„ %p2, 
y 3, <Pn <p2 , <Pz, Xu Xz, Xz)- For the spinors y>„(r), <pk(r) and yk(r) we assume the follow­
ing 2-component notation: y>0 =  (o3y>4,  y>£), ip, =  (rp(, a 3xpf), y>2 =  (o3ip2 , y>i), 
V>z = (PzWz, y>3 ), <px = (<r3 <p;, tp(), q>2 = (<pi. <*3 (pz), <Pz = ((pi,  Oj(pi), Xt = (xt, <r3xD. 
Xi =  (ozX.2 , xi)> Xi =  (ffi / 3 , x i ) ,  Substituting the wave function y>(r) expressed by yj'(r), 
tpl(r) and y\(r) (e =  ± 1 ) into Eq. (7) one can get two separated systems of equations 
corresponding to two values of e. As previously, this splitting is connected with the relation 
between e and the total parity (Eq. (12)).
For given j ,  mp  and e the resulting system contains 20 equations. The simplest form 
of this system can be obtained when introducing a Jordan basis for the matrix f3°<x3—p 3
standing in Eq. (7) at the differential operator . According to this, let us define new
ar
components / ' ( / j ,  gfir) and h{(r) by the relations
lA — 82 f?3>
V v  +
e l
V>2 = ~  f J ^ ffzS2 + ^y= a38z,
(p\ = — 2 Y + t  az fl + t  a3 h%,
(pl — t / I  +  t  h2+ ~ jf3+  - j  h\,
(p\ = iBfo,
f i  =  y " 2^3' 4' Y ^ * 3’
£ £
Xl =  i — a i f l - i — ° i h ‘i - i Y ° i f l + ' \ ( * i h \ ,
xA = g\, (14)
(all these functions are 2-component spinors). Then we obtain the system o f equations 
listed in Table III.
TABLE m
The set o f  radial equations following from Eq. (1) in the case o f  Duffin-Kemmer spin equal to 1
xi/', + 
1
3 1 -  d  1 1 1 1
—fx — + V 2  ~r  + ~~rg + —7x via*+ —7x k ~~ °3 y / l  r  dtr \ /2  v 2  r S \
+
t w-] n - V 2 T w ,  ^
1 / - 1 «V ^ — or,/| = 0 , 
r
(a)
1 1 1  1 1 1
<Ji T gm a2+  - —=-k  —  o 3
y/ 2  r  V 2  V 2  r
+
-  d  1 1 1 1
y  2  —----------= -  Xjcq H----- = - via2 = -  k —  a 3
y dr y f 2  V 2  y 2  r
1 1 1  1 1 1
— ------------—  x , a ! ------- —   k  <r3
y / l  r  Y l  s/ 2  V 2  r
f l l  l
 ?=■ *  —
f a/ 2
[ -
1
r
1 1
- ia2 h% +
1
V 2
h\ -  \ / l f i a 2g \  -  0 ,
g \ - x  i* i  
- M E3 = 0,
(b)
(c)
1 1
— — k  —  <Ti-------= -  —  kt2
V 2 r v/2 r f \  +  \ / 2  —  i'79 l\  ~  X2 / 2
V 2 ~ i<T2^£i + r
[ /- 1 , - 4  1 1 1  ,V 2 7  + V 2 * ~  V I ’“ " ' -  V i M - p -
1 1 "1 r  ^ 1 / - d 1 1 1
-  7 7 * ^ +  7 7 ^ J / S - ^ 2 + [ V 2 7  +  +  7 7 * lffl-  7 i w'CT2J '
1 ^  1 1 1 r  1 1 1 1
\ T  — O3/ I +  — — » 3 * 1 + ----- 7F* — + —7s — CT3V 2 V 2 V 2 V 2
/5 = 0, (e)
a3g |=  0 , ( 0[ 1 1  1 1 “I F 1 1 "1 1 ^ 1V i k 7 ° ' -  V J  7 " ” _ p + L v r ” ' " ' ”  v f  y W 7
f  "‘b " "r a^ 1 y/2
7  a*gl ~  X2/I  + [V 2 7  + V 2 -~ (g)
- * 2gi + V 2 I  + 7 2 ^  + 7 ^ -  Wff2]fc|- -L . v - 1 /5  = o,
1
V5 ” ^ ¿ 1 + t t t  V -  7 ^ * 2 + ^ 7 7  *1<Tl + “ f  via^  ¿3 -
1
7 5
x2ff3 = 0 ,
t i l  1 1 "| 1 ^ 17 7 * 7 -  ^  ffs7 j * 5 + 7 5 -y T - g \ - * i f \ - 9 -
(h)
(i) 
(j)
Notation: x , =  m +  ^ S (r),  x 2 =  M +  ^ S (r), v  =  E — V(r), k  =  —H J+  •§■),
Y~ = Vo© f) 0 - 7 ) = Vlw~i.
We can see that in Table III the equations (c), (f) and (i) are purely algebraic, while 
the components / p(r) are not differentiated anywhere. Due to this we can eliminate all 
the functions/ /  and also h \.  This elimination consists of two steps. In the first step we remove 
the components f 2 h 2, f \ ,  h% and /£  using the equations (d), (f), (g), (i) and (j), in the second 
we take away f \  and h\ substituting (a) into (b) and then (c) into (b). The practical calcula­
tions were performed with the help of the computer program for algebraic manipulations 
“SCHOONSCHIP” [3]. The results are given in Table IV. We are left with 3 equations 
for the 2-component spinors g \ ,  g \  and g3, so we have altogether 6 differential equations 
of the first order.
TABLE IV
The equations following from the set in Table III by eliminating auxiliary components o f the wave function
(see text)
- t v ---------2v —  (2 — Qxi)—S ' ------v(4  — o x |) +  V ’ +
dr r *2
— k S ' ----------- (4  — ox2) — k g —- ( » 2 +  x? — x l)
-2x^1 l + p o, + -(n 2 + * i-x |) (  \ + Q ~  \ -TkgXyV-1 1 1 , *1- S ' -----  -  ( \ - n x l )  i n 2r K , r  I
+ 1 1- t k v  1-5'-* i(4 - — 3x 2) +  4  S'r x 2 a>^*(r)+i i { - [ v ' A 7 +s '5Vf ]
“ , 1 1  1 “
— 4  s ' -----------t-S'ox, — 2 1 1 2 , io2(k — 0 3 )+ ,S (1 — 0^2) — ----  —  (1 +  ox2) (v — /
x 2 r
1 i
r
1 1 1 _
y- 2  r
” , 1 1  1 ”
+ v ? ' r \
V  — ------+ S ' qv — <T, + -  4 5 ' ---------+ S 'ex, —
y-2 r r x 2 r  r
< J i(k -a 3)
1)1 g \(r)
1 I I . 2 2S ’o —r- + 0  (t x  1 - x 2)
r 2 X2 r £
(* +  crJ) J ^ ( r )  =  0, (a)
k/ 2
r 1 1  i~l 1 J 1 “V ---------+ 5 'or- —
y.2 r r 0\(k — (t3) + — 4 -Y ---- ------ b S'gy.y —y.x r r ia2( k ~ o 3) + S ' 0  -  Qx\)
-2 o x z — 0 2 — x \  + x 00+  \  - 2 v  — 2v —  (2 -0 * 1) +  I S 'o x 2o +  V' +
r | I ar r
1 1 2\ k S *  (1 - Q x l)
x 2 r
+ kQ —- (v2 x f  — *l)+2*il> I l + o —— o 1 + \ S '  (1 -  Qxl) +  (v2 +  x l  +  xl)  (  1 +  0 —
x2 r \  r £
— tqy.i
L -« it ’J;< y2 +  [ -  \ S ’QXyX2+ 4 5 ']<T3|g |( / - ) +  y /~  |
1 r  , 1
V ic2 +  — J k S 'o  —
r1 I X
4  s'qx2 — -  <12 - ft2+ *i -  «2)
1 1 1 - 1 /  1Xl —— +  4 5 'o  v —  + 2v —  I l +  o —r
y.2 r y.2 1 r \  r
1 1<J3-  45  O— y.y —— 
y.2 r2
+  4  k S ’o —  v ~  +  2kov  +  \  g e3(r) =  0,
2 y.2 r f (b)
{V  - + S ' g v —  a , -  - A - V - ---------- b S ' g x ,- -  ia2- S ' q —  ( k - o 3) (  g \(r )
+  V  S'Q** — a i+  “  \k S 'Q  Xt —  -  i S 'g  v ~  + 2 v —  a 3+   ?*i —
I r  x 2 r* x 2 r l r  x 2 r z
{
+  - ^ - V - -------- ( l - o x l )  + (v2 + x l - y . l ) \ i o 2 + [ - LS'QXty.2+ ± S ' ] a 3( g c3(r) = 0. (c)
]
dr
S ’ = — S(r), ff =  L i + Y ( fc* _ i )  l, y /~  = V ( j + i ) ( j - ± )  =  V k 2- i .
ln  the nomelativistic limit (\p\, V(r), S(r) <  M, m) the system listed in Table IV splits 
into 3 separated subsystems, each one corresponding to the Schrodinger-like equation 
for a combination of the upper (“large”) components of spinors g‘k. Acting by the operators 
S2 and L2 (Eqs. (9) and (10)) on these combinations one can recognize that they conespond 
to 5 =  4  and / =  j + - j e  or s =  •|  and / =  j + \ e  or s =  -} and / =  j - \ e .  In the relativistic 
case these states are mixed because ol the spin-orbit interactions (there is also a “small” 
admixture of other states). Nevertheless, the total number of degrees of freedom should 
be preserved, i.e. for fixed j ,  m} and e the system in Table IV should describe three sequences 
of states.
The case j  =  1/2 needs a special attention. The system in Table IV divides into two 
parts: the fiist containing Eqs. (a) and (b) for spinors g* and g‘2 and the second one given 
by Eq. (c) for the spinor g%. This separation enables us to impose in a consistent way the 
constraint (6) which now assumes the simple form: g 3 =  0. Physically, this condition means 
that the states with / =  — 1 or  / =  0, s  =  f , j  =  y  do not exist. In fact, one can easily find, 
that the spinor g 3 corresponds to these unwanted states. Concluding, in the case o f j  =  1/2 
the system contains Eqs. (a) and (b) and describes two sequences of states (corresponding 
in the nonrelativistic limit to / =  1, 5 =  y  or  / =  1, s =  f  for e =  +1  and / =  0, s  =  \  
or  / =  2, s  =  f  for e =  — 1).
Generally, the number o f solutions regular at r =  0 should be equal to the number 
of degrees of freedom. It means, that Eq. (13) should have one regular solution, but the 
system in Table IV should get three regular solutions. Obviously, such a situation takes 
place if  the potentials V(r) and S(r) are regular at r — 0, since then the equations become 
asymptotically free. Let us now investigate the case, when the scalar potential S(r)  is regular
4. Behaviour for  r -» 0
(the value 5(0) can be put zero by the appropriate redefinition of masses), but the vector 
potential V(r) has a weak power-like singularity:
v ( r )  r ~ 0  b o r ~ a° ,  0  <  a 0 <  1 ,
S ( r ) rffQ 0. (15)
Substituting the behaviour (15) into Eq. (13) and keeping only the leading terms one
can obtain the asymptotic form of the wave equation for the case of Duffin-Kemmer spin
equal to 0:
f ( d  1 \  1 , K'(r) 1
{ i<72 +  7 /  ~ ° lk 7  -T  V(r) ia2 + °(v (r))j<p(r) = o. (16)
Now, it is easy to show that there is one regular solution (with behaviour ri ~i+ia°)
and one irregular (with singularity r_J~ i + lu°). Thus, the number of regular solutions
is consistent with our expectations.
The situation is different in the case of Duffin-Kemmer spin equal to one. The asymp­
totic form of the equations listed in Table IV is the following:
2V(r) J r  gElW~ i f i  r ( f )  7
+ -L V F T I  K'(i-) 4  -  Oig\(r) =  o, (17a)
V2 M r
4 e  v '(r) ~  — a i ( k - a 3)g\(r) +  2V(r) f  ge2(r) =  0, (17b)
M  r dr
-  4 =  y / k ^ i  K'(r) 4  -  ° i g \ ( r )  +  2V(r)  4  g*3(r) =  0. (17c)
y j2 M  r ar
Assuming the solution in the form
(gi. gj. g*3) ~  M i, A 2, A 3) exp ( 4 )  (18)
one can obtain that six independent solutions correspond to the following values of k :
k ,  =  k 2  =  0 ,
K3 = K4 = + i \ \ l k 2- \ ks = k6 = - / ¿ V k 2- 1  — • (19)
M  M
Solutions “ 1” and “2” have the asymptotic form different from (18). By a careful investiga­
tion of higher order terms it is possible to show that the leading behaviour of these solutions
is power-like with the exponent j —\  +  \ a 0 (regular behaviour) or —j - j + ^ a 0 (irregular 
behaviour). The remaining solutions “3” to “6” are oscillating with the phase rising to 
infinity as r approaches zero. So, we have only one regular solution instead of three.
In the case of./ =  1/2 the situation is similar. The asymptotic behaviour of the wave 
function is of the type exp (/cr~ao/2). From the four possible values o f k  one is negative 
(pioviding regular solution), one is positive (leading to exponentially divergent solution) 
and two are imaginary (giving irregular oscillating solutions). Thus, in this case we get 
only one regular solution instead of two.
The above considerations formally do not apply to the potentials with the Coulomb 
singularity. Nonetheless, carefully investigating the case of Coulomb potential one can 
find out that in this case the asymptotic solutions at r — 0, though differing in details, 
are qualitatively very similar. In particular, there appear oscillating behaviours instead 
of regular ones when the Duffin-Kemmer spin is equal to 1.
If the number of regular solutions is smaller than the number c f degrees of freedom, 
we fall into a contradiction and the equation (1) cannot be used in a consistent way. The 
lack of a sufficient number of regular solutions in the above examples is connected with 
the appearance of oscillating solutions. Oscillating solutions of other Dirac-type wave 
equations are known to be characteristic for the Klein paradox. The possible interpretation 
of the contradiction found in th;s paper as a consequence of the Klein paradox will be 
discussed in the next section.
5. A new Klein paradox?
In Ref. [4] it was shown, how to obtain from Eq. (1) the equation consistent with 
the hole theory. The modification has the form
P?V(r) -» fi°P(p)V(r), (20)
where1
P°P(p) = 9 p ° (x p + pm )  -7= L =  + K - P Ï +  M) -7 = 1 = =  • (21)
H p 2 + m 2 V p + M 2
The nonlocal projecting operator a la Salpeter, P(p), eliminates the sea of particle-anti- 
particle states responsible for the Klein paradox. In order to show that the oscillating solu-
where
When in particular there is no scalar potential S(r), the operator P ip )  can be written in the form 
P(P) =  A l Q ) A y ( - p ) - A » ( 3 ) A » \ - p ) ,
- T  ± K ( ? )  =  ( i  -  ( i  ( P ° ) 2  ±  |  f l °  p P + M
■W/V v W .v /
Here, /1*2, and /1 ±K are projectors onto the subspaces spanned by the positive ( + )  or negative ( —) energy 
solutions o f the Dirac (D) and Duffin-Kemmer (D K ) free equations. In this argument we were able to 
assume consistently (when S(r) =  0), that the wave function satisfies the constraint 'fSp(fi°}2y  
= M( l-(P°)2)y.
tions found in tbe previous section are connected with the appearance of the Klein paradox 
it is sufficient to prove that fl°P(p) vanishes asymptotically in acting on ip(7j:
\P°P(p)ip(r)jip(f)\ -»o 0. (22)
Let us assume that the function ip(f) satisfies the conditions:
1. ip(r) is the solution of Eq. (1);
2. ip(f) has the asymptotic behaviour exp [/ \ f(r)dr], where the function /0 0  is power- 
-like:
y /i 'O  ~  - f i r )  (23)
d r  r
and singular:
I'-/0)1 - t  oo. (24)
r~*\J
All oscillating solutions found in the previous section satisfy the above conditions. We will 
prove that Eq. (22) follows fiom these conditions.
Assumption 2 implies
p 2ip{r) x  -  4  V>(r> <P) K  [/OOlYOO (25)
r- 0  Clr t-> 0
and similarly
1
?  r "  'Q o  [ /( r ) ]2 W )  ~  FrTJni VOO- (26)
- } ~ i p ( r )  x  y ( r ) .  (27)
f f p 2 r-*o f(r )
By expanding the operator 1 ¡y/p2+ m 2 in a formal series in m 2/p2 one can write
1 -  1 /  , m2 \  1
VO) = ( 1 —\  —pr + •• I ViO x  P7 U VO). (28)
f p 2 +  m 2 \ / P 2 \  P )  r-o /('•)
independently of the mass value. Substituting (28) in (21) we obtain
P°P(p)V>(r) x  T  > (p ° x p - lp ) ip ( f ) ,  (29)
r -o . / 0 0
where only the terms of crder rp(r) are left. On the other hand, if the potentials V(r) and
S(r) have the behaviours not more singular than l/r, then it follows from the assumption
1 that ip(f) satisfies asymptotically the equation
(fi°ap-ftp)ip(r) x  0 + o (— V'OO^ • (30)
Substituting (30) into (29) and using the assumption (24) we see that the condition (22) is 
fulfilled.
In Ref. [4] it was generally proved that Eq. (1) modified by the substitution (20) 
is free from th>i Klein paradox at r =  0. In particular, using the present method, it is easy 
to shew that such an equation does not admit solutions satisfying the condition 2. To this 
end let us suppose that such a solution exists. From the asymptotic condition
V(r)ip(r) x  —  V(r) f( r)  (31)
y j p 2 +  m 2 r->of(r)
we see that the term fi°PCp)V(r)ip(f) can be neglected in comparison with { — fi°(ap+fim)  
4- ftp — A/} y(r). The resulting equation is asymptotically a free equation (if 5 (r )— 0), 
so it has no solutions satisfying condition 2. In this way we have proved by the reduction 
ad absurdum that also for the initial equation such solutions cannot exist.
It is surprising that the Klein paradox in Eq. (1) appears even for potentials with 
a very weak power singularity. Another known two-body relativistic equation with static 
vector interactions, the Breit equation (without Breit terms), also suffers from the Klein 
paradox, but only for the Coulomb potential with a strong coupling constant. Some analogy 
of the paradox found in this paper is provided by the drastic Klein paradox appearing 
in the three-body Dirac equation [5]. Note that both in the case of three-body Dirac equation 
and in the case of Eq. (1) with Duffin-Kemmer spin equal to 1 we have formally three 
spins 1/2.
6. Final remarks
A natural field of application for Eq. (1) and the radial equations derived in the present 
paper (Eq. (7) and Table IV) is the quark-diquark model of baryons. In the first approxima­
tion one may try to treat the diquark as a point-like particle and to use the colour triplet- 
-antitriplet potentials emerging from the quark-antiquark model of mesons [6]. In such 
an approximation the vector potential at small distances is dominated by the one-gluon 
exchange and has a Coulomb-like singularity (with an add'tional log-dependmce if the 
asymptotic freedom is taken into account). As it was shown in Sect. 4, in the case of the 
diquark spin equal to 1 there appear troubles related to Klein paradox, as the potential 
here is singular. To remove this paradox we should modify Eq. (1) by the substitution
(20) [4]. Nevertheless, th<* modified equation contains the nonlocal operator and is difficult 
to solve practically.
Another approach may be based on the finite size of diquarks. When the diquark 
structure is taken into account, then the interaction is smeared out by the diquark extension 
and the potential is regular at r =  0. In such a case the Klein paradox does not appear 
and our radial equation can be used directly. There are also physical motivations for this 
approach: computations based on the Breit equation have showed [8] that the tieatment 
of diquarks as point-like objects is physically unacceptable.
A priori it is an open question, whether it is necessary to use the modification (20) 
if the finite spatial extension of diquarks is taken into account. Acting on the wave function 
by the projector (21) one removes the non-desired particle-antiparticle states. If the Klein 
paradox does not appear in Eq. (1), then the wave function has only a small admixture
of such states and so the action o f the projector (21) introduces few changes. Thus, the solu­
tions of Eq. with and without the modification (20) should be in the first approximation 
similar. Nonetheless, higher order differences may be significant. An analogous problem 
for the Dirac equation was discussed in Ref. [7].
Concluding, the derived radial equation listed in Eq. (7) and Table IV can be helpful 
in relativistic calculations for energy levels o f quark-diquark or other fermion-boson 
systems. If the complete wave function is needed (e.g. for a perturbative treatment), then 
the auxiliary components of the wave function can be found from the sets of equations 
given in Tables II and III.
I am indebted to Prot. W. Królikowski for many valuable discussions. This work 
corresponds to a part of the author’s Ph. D. thesis [8].
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